Friday

noon MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM
CHAR’S COUNTERATTACK
Don’t give that man an asteroid!

2 PM MARTIAN SUCCESSOR NADESICO
Who will save us from the lizards of Jupiter? …not the United Force, obviously (episodes 1 & 2)

3 PM GALL FORCE 2 DESTRUCTION
Is there such a thing as victory for the Fighting Gallant Girls?

Saturday

4 PM DIRTY PAIR THE MOVIE (PROJECT EDEN)
Whatever your problem, expert troubleshooters Kei and Yuri will solve it... by replacing it with a bigger one!

5.30 MEMORIES MAGNETIC ROSE
Katsuhiro Otomo takes a slightly different approach to “space opera”

6 PM SUPER DIMENSION FORTRESS MACROSS
THE MOVIE (DO YOU REMEMBER LOVE?)
Join the crew of the SDF-1 on their quest to save the universe with the power of Love and Music

Sunday

noon TOWARD THE TERRA
Test number one: This is not the planet Earth! (1980 movie)

2 PM COWBOY BEBOP
You can’t call it “Ginger Roast” if it doesn’t contain meat! (episode 1)

2.30 PROJECT A-KID
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